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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
SWITCHING SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMSN'l' 

CD-32042-Ql 
Ias.ue 6-D 

Dwg. raeue 9-D, 

STEP-BY-STBP SYSTEM 
NO. 350A OR 355A 

RECORDIIO COJIPLBTINO TRUNK 
WI'l'H OR WITHOUT COIN WITH R INOBACK 

COMPOSITE SIOKALINO TYPE B ,,. 
OR SIMPLEX SIGNALING 

CHANQ'A'..S 

C. CHANGES IN CIRCUIT 'REQUIREMENTS 
OTHER THAN THOSE APPLYING TO 
ADDED OR REMOVED APPARATUS 

c.l Information to insulate 6T (CN) relay 
when adJusting primary winding is 

added to the (CN) relay of Fig. 5. 
D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 

D.l Note 101 is changed to show fusing 
when connecting to Misc. Alm. Ckt. 

(Alm. Sdr.). 

D.2 · Note 102 is changed to show trunk is 
accessible to rotary out trk. switch 

optionally. 

D.3 Options "A" & "B" are added to note 
103 2nd options used table. 

2. WORKING LIMITS 

2.1 Supervision - (S) Relay 

M!lX. Ext. Ckt. Loop 
Min. Ins. Res. 
Max. Earth Potential 
Min. Ext. Ckt. Res. for Non-Operate 

3 • FUNCTIONS 

3.01 When seized at any outgoing appearance 
to make other appearances test busy 

and to hold the preceding circuit. 

).02 When seized to signal the operator at 
the toll switchboard. 

).03 To hold the connection under control 
of the operator and subscriber. 

).04 Wher. arranged for coin operation, to 
return the initial coin deposit when 

the operator answers. 

).05 To provide access to the trunk for 
coin control when arranged for coin 

.operation. 

D.4 The connecting information at the B, 
A, s, R & T leads or· Pig. l is 

changed. · It formerly read "To sub. line 
with rota~y line switch." 

D.5 Leads B, s, R & T connecting to the 
intercepting trunk are added. 

D.6 Cross connection Pig. 51 is revised 
and F1g. 54 is added. 

All other headings under Changes, no 
change. 

1 • PUR POSE OP CIRCUIT 

1.1 This circuit provides a subsoribet-
or alarm sender acceas to the toll 

opera tor over an sx or ex signal in& trunk. 
Operator controlled means are provided tor 
ringback and coin contl'ol. 

Individual 

1500 ohms 
15000 ohms 

2-Party 
& Coin 

1500 ohms 
15000 ohms 
:t:20V 

P .B.X. 

2170 ohms 
30000 ohms 

8270 ohms 

).06 To provide means for the operator to 
ring back on an established connec-

tion. 

3.07 To provide motor start when required. 

).08 To provide tor class of service tones. 

3.09 To provide ringing induction tone to 
the calling subscriber until the 

operator answers. 
).10 To provide type A talking battery 

supply. · 
).11 To provide hook switch supervision 

to th~ ope':':ttor. 

).12 To provide means for making trunk 
tests and for busying the trunk. 
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3.13 To provide for group bu~y registra
tion. 

3.14 To provide fuse failure make busy and 
group busy registration when required. 

3.15 To provide for operation with non-coin 
lines, coin lines, or both when re

quired. 

3.16 To provide an idle circuit termination 
for telephone repeaters. 

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

. When this circuit is listed on a key 
sheet, the connecting information thereon 
shall be followed. 

4.01 SD-95004-01 - Composite sets and 
repeating coils circuit. 

4.02 SD-95032-01 - Composite signaling 
circuit type B with complete set 

and phantom coil group. 

4.03 SD-95028-01 - Composite signaling 
circuit type B (Typic·al). 

4.o4 SD-95051-01 - Simplex signaling 
circuit. 

4.05 SD-95031-01 - Trunk coin control 
circuit. 

4.•J6 SD-31933-01 - No. 350A 4·-wire 
selector circuit. 

4.07 SD-31259-01 - No. 350A subscribers 
line with rotary line sld tch. 

4.o8 SD-31606-01 - No. 350A 60 and 120 IPM 
interrupter and alarm circuit. 

~.og SD-31109-01 - No. 350A traffic 
register circuit. 

4.10 SD-30232-01 - No. 350A coin 
control selector. 

~.11 

4.12 

SD-31521-01 - No. 350A miscellaneous 
tone and tone alarm circuit. 

- No. 350A coin control 
supply. 

4.13 - No. 350A ringing supply. 

4.14 SD-31825-01 - No. 350A and 355A tone 
interrupter circuit. 

4.15 SD-31733-01 - No. 355A 4-wire 
selector (typical). 

.4.16 SD-31980-01 - No. 355A alarm control 
and sender circuit. 
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4.17 SD-31898-0l - No. 355A subscribers 
line with rotary line switch. 

4.18 SD-80727-01 - No. 355A power ring 
circuit. 

4.19 . SD-8o634-0l - No. 355A power coin 
control circuit. 

4.20 SD-31976-01 - No. 355A miscellaneous 
alarm circuit - registers. 

4.21 SD-31974-01 - No. 355A miscellaneous 
alarm circuit - key circuit. 

4.22 SD-31853-01 - No. 355A coin control 
selector. 

·4.23 SD-55381-01 - Toll switchboard No. 3 
or 3C toll switching trunk. 

4.24 so-64903-01 - Application schematic 
for V2 Telephone Repeaters. 

4.25 SD-31771-01 - Intercepting TrUnk 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

5. SEIZURE 

When this circuit is seized at any 
multiple appearance, the bridge connected 
on leads T and R or T2 and R2 operates relay 
S which connects ground to lead s, except 
whe~ccessible to rotary out trunk switch. 
and operates Sl and SR. Sl removes ground 
and connects battery through lamp s to lead M, prepares a locking circuit for itself it 
the operator rings back with the receiver 
off the hook and opens the repeater termina
tion. SR connects a supplementary ground to lead s, disconnects ground from lead BR, 
connects ringing induction tone toward the 
calling•subscr~ber, connects ground to lead 
MS when provided and prepares the operating 
and locking circuits of Pl a.nd the operat
ing circuit or A2. Class or ser~ice indica
tion is received over lead A from the 
selector or line switch multiple and con
sists of either open, direct ground or 
resistance ground. If Fig. 3 or 4 is fur
nished, H operates to prepare the class ot 
service tone indication and to ground lead 
IS or MS as required. 

6. OPERATOR ANSWERS 

6.1 Non-coin or Postpay Coin Access 
Only (Fig. 1 and 3, W option) 

When the operator answers, ground is 
received over lead E from the signaling 
circuit which operates A. A opens the 
original operating circuit of SH and pro
v1defl a.Hupplementary ground to h~ld SR, 
operates Al and A2 and closes ln part the 
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operating circruit or Pl. A2 operated pre
pares the operating circuit or P and Pl. 
Al operated, connects resistance G in 
JllUl.tiple with the winding or A so that it, 
will hold over momentary opens ot the ex 
relay contacts due to line surges, opens 
lead MS, connects ground to lead A to 
the alarm sender and to lead B or the 
rotary line switch mu~tiple, disconnects 
ringing induction. tone tram lead R and .: 
connects th~ lead through a. ·.make on H1 it 
provided torsteapy or interrupted tone. 
Al also opens the circuit to H which is 
slow release and holds tone on the trunk 
tor an interval. The operator may re
start the class or serv·ice tone by discon
necting and repluging. To res tart tone tbe 
operator should remove the plug for at 
least .5 second to permit A2 to release and 
open the circuit to Pl and thereby prevent 
starting a false ringback when replugging. 
A and Al release and operate, operating and 
releasing H which again connecta a spurt ot 
class ot service tone to the trunk. 

6.2 Coin Access Only (Pigs. 1 and 5) 
When the operator answers, the cir-. 

cuit t'\mctions as in 6.1 except that when 
Al operates it closes ground through con
tacts on E if a tone indication is re
quired, or thrvugb T option if a tone is 
not required through a break on EC and IN 
to operate CT and ground is maintained on 
lead MS by a break on Ec·. CT locks on its 
secondary winding to the sleeve, reverses 
the tip and ring to cause the coin box 
trunk to cut through, prepares the operat
ing~ and locking circuits of EC and w, 
closes the break contacts of (EC) through 
a make on CT and continuity contacts on W 
to the primary winding or W and connects 
60 IPM grd. to the winding of IN. When IN 
operates on the closed period of the in
terrupter, ground through a make on IN 
operates W which locks to CT. W connects 
coin return battery through the lamp to 
front contacts on z. The ground which op
erated W is also connected to both sides 
o~ th~ winding of Z which does not operate. 
Approximately .5 second later IN releases 
and opens ground from the W winding thereby 
removing the sho~t on the primary winding 
of Z which· permits it to operate from 
battery through its primary and secondary 
winding in seri~s to ground through con
tacts of W and CT operated. Z operated 
operates CN, connects coin return battery 
to the line shorting contacts on CN, pre
pares the circuit for shunting or w down, 
closes contacts in multiple with break con
tacts on EC to maintain the \o' shunting path 
when EC operates and connects ground to 
lead MS. CN operated disconnects continu
ous ringing and generator ground from the 
contacts of Tl and connects its operating 
.ground through to operate T, opens the cir
cuit for holding Sl operated, short cir
cuits tbe R retardation coil and locks to T. 

T operated, provides a holding groun~ tor 
SH to insure returning the coin, di~connec
the P2 winding or s from the calling line 
and connects the network consisting ot the 
D and E condensers, R retardation coil ~nd 
E resistance to the calling line, operates. 
TA ana connects the operating ground on CN 
and T to operate Tl. Tl operated connects 
the tip and ring of the calling line thru 
contacts of CN to coin return battery. 
When IN operates approximately .5 second 
later it connects ground to shunt down W 
which disconnects coin battery from the 
line, closes the operating circuit of EC 
and transfers the holding circuit of z from 
ground on CT to ground on the IN break con
tact. Z holds. to the IIi and discharges 
the line through the C condenser and C re
sistance. EC operated locks to CT, discon
nects ita ground from lead MS and opens th~ 
operating circuits of \I! and CT. \>/hen IN 
releases approximately .5 second later z · 
releases which dieeonnects the discharge 
path from the line, opens the operating 
ground circuit from CN, T and Tl and removes 
ground f'rom leacl MS.. However, T and CN do 
not release immediately but are held by Tl 
which holds T and which in turn holds CN. 
When Tl releasea it recloeee the tip and 
ring or the line to the repeating coil, 
disconnects the leads from the f"ront con
tacts of CN tram the diseharge network and 
opens the hold:tn& circuit of' T. T is slow 
releasing to holcf the discharge netw.ork 
across the tip and ring or the calling line 
to reduce the potential which may be on the 
line and whe~ T releases !t reconnects the 
transmitter battery supply through s to the 
calling line. T released opens the lock1n& 
circuit of CN which reconnects ringing cur
rent and ground to the make conta~te of Tl. 
opens the short on the R. retardation coil 
and recloses the opera ti.ng and holding cir
cuit for Sl. During the time Sl was 
released, the operator waa given an on-hoOk 
signal. TA is slow release and holds. the 
operating circuit of the Sl open tor an 
interval since, if the calling subscriber 
has disconnected, the S may operate momen-
tarily due to the charging of the line 
capacity. TA also provides a motor start 
ground. 

6.3 Prepay Coin and Non-Coin Figs. 4 
and 5. V or T Option Postpay Coin 
and Non-Coin (2 Class of servic·e 
Tones) Pig. 4 

Wbere prepay coin, non-coin or 
postpay coin lines have access to this 
trunk, the class of servic-e indication re
ceived over lead A from the selector or liRe 
switch multiple determines whether the cir
cuit will function to return the initial 
coin deposit for prepay coin lines. Relay 
E in Fig. 4 is a two-step relay and wilL 
operate to close only its 4-5T and 4-5B 
contacts when a resistance ground is con
nected to lead A. It will operate 
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completely thru a direct ground. Ground 
from Al operated, when the operator answers, is connected thru contacts or E and with V option it is closed to the CT winding when 
the coin class or service indication is a 
~o.•esistance ground~ With T option, it is· connected when the coin indication i·s a . 
direct ground. The initial coin return 
feature is therefore only effective on calls originated by coin lines. The circuit op
eration, except as described above, is as stated in paragraph 6.1 and 6.2 depending 
upon the type or line originating the call". 
As Fig. 5 is _not required for postpay or 
non-coin lines, 2 classes of service tone can be obtained by using Fig. 4 alone where 
prepay lines are not used. 

6.4 Alarm Control and Sender Circuit 
Access 

When this circuit is seized by an 
alarm· sender circuit, S and Sl operate to 
transmit a seizure to the operator office. 
When the operator answers, Al connects 
ground ·to lead A or the alarm sender cir
cuit causing it to function. Where coin 
and non-coin lines have access to the trunk, the initial coin return feature will not 
fUnction since there is no class of service indication to operate E. Where coin lines 
only have access to this trunk, the circuit will function to return the initial coin, 
however, the reversal and coin battery are not applied to the alarm sender since the 
alarm sender tip and ring multiple is con
nected beyond the Tl relay. 

.7. RINGBACK 

If the toll operator desires to ring 
back the calling subscriber the toll operator operates the ringing key which causes the incoming trunk at the toll switchboard 
to send a momentary on-hook pulse which 
allows A to release and operate P. At the 
termination of the pulse, A reoperates and 
closes ground through makes on P and A2 to 
operate Pl which locks to SR. Pl operates TA which provides a locking circuit for Sl 
if the latter operated, operates T and con
nects 120 IPM ground to the rotary magnet of the A selector which steps under control 
ot the interrupter. T operated disconnects the P2 winding of S from the repeating coil, connects a supplementary ground to hold TA, 
connects the network c0nsisting or the D 
and E condensers, E resistance and R re
tardation coil to the tip and ring or the line, and connects its operating ground to 
operate Tl. Tl operated disconnects the 
repeating coil and A condenser from the 
line, connects cont1.nuous rir.r~~ !'l~ and ringing ground through the network de~cribed 
above to the tip and ring of the line and 
holds T operated. Tl is nufficiently slow in operating to~rmit the network to dis
charge any potential on the line before 
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ringing current is connected to the line 
thereby reducing acoustic shock and the network serves to reduce the harmonics of the 
ringing current so that the minimum dis
turbance possible will occur in the receiver 
at the calling station it it is orr hook. T 
will remain operated until selector A has 
been stepped to terminal 4 where ground 
will be connected to resistance A to shunt 
down Pl. Pl released closes the releasing 
circuit of selector A through its off
normal springs, opens 120 IPM ground from 
the ROT magnet, and opens the operating 
circuit of T and Tl. T will not release 
since it is being held by Tl. Tl releases 
disconnects ringing current from the above 
described network and recloses the repeating coil and A condenser to the calling 
subscribers line. T is slow release and 
holds the network across the line in order to provide a discharge path for·any poten
tial that may be on the line due to ringing 
current. When T releases it reconnects S 
across the A condenser to the line for tal~ ing battery supply. 

8. COIN CONTROL 

When this circuit is accessible to 
coin lines, Fig. 5 and V option are prov~ which provides means for collecting or returning the coin at the calling station. 
When a coin control selector is dialed to 
the terminals associated with this trunk or the trunk coin control circuit is seized by the operator, ground is connected over lead CO to operated CN, T and Tl in cascade. 
These relays then function as described 
under "Operator Answers" to provide ror connecting coin battery to the calling line and to provide a discharge network to reduce 
acoustic shock. 

g. DISCONNECT 

When the calling subscriber discon- . 
nects or the alarm sender releases s re
leases and releases Sl. Sl released 
disconnects battery and connects gr~und to 
lead M to give the toll operator an on-hook 
s~gnal. No other action takes place in this circuit until the toll operator disconnects. Ir the toll operator disconnects first the 
circuit is held when A releases by ground from S thru a break contact on A to hold 
SR. When the toll operator disconnects 
ground is removed from lead E by the sig
naling circuit and A releases. If ~he 
subscriber has disconnected, SR will release which will momentarily operate P 
through a make on SR. However, since A will not reoperate within the releasing time of SR and P, Pl will not operate and lock to 
reset ringing. Whl..a SR releases it removes 
ground fl'om lead s, reconnects ground to 
lead BR and permits the preceding switches 
to release and thereby restore the circuit to normal. 

.. 
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10. IDLE c·IRCUIT TERIOifATIOlf 

With "J" option, &·condenser and 
series resistance are normally connected 
across the "T" and "R" leads and serves to 
terminate the line when used in connection 
with a te-lephone repeater. When a station 
is connected to tbi s c·ircui t and relays 
(s), and (Sl) operate, the termination, 
thi'U condenser (G) and resistance (H), 1s 
opened. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORA'N>RIJ!S, INC. 

DEPT. }Ji.40-JPD-EWO-Y3 

11. FUSE PAILURB MAKE BUSY RELAY CKT. 

Should the Jf5-50 v. supply t\tae 
blow,. relay (MB) releases, disconnectiq 
ground froa lead BR and connects ground 
to sleeve lead making trunk busy. When 
trunk is made busy for teat purposes by 
plugging tnto the test Jack, ground is 
removed on (MB)· relay. Relay (MB) re
leases and 1118kes trunk busy as before. 
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